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Abstract

Learning from multimodal data is an important research topic
in machine learning, which has the potential to obtain better
representations. In this work, we propose a novel approach to
generative modeling of multimodal data based on generative
adversarial networks. To learn a coherent multimodal gener-
ative model, we show that it is necessary to align different
encoder distributions with the joint decoder distribution si-
multaneously. To this end, we construct a specific form of the
discriminator to enable our model to utilize data efficiently,
which can be trained constrastively. By taking advantage of
contrastive learning through factorizing the discriminator, we
train our model on unimodal data. We have conducted exper-
iments on the benchmark datasets, whose promising results
show that our proposed approach outperforms the-state-of-
the-art methods on a variety of metrics. The source code is
publicly available at https://github.com/6b5d/mmali.

Introduction
Real-world data usually have several heterogeneous modali-
ties. Co-occurrence of different modalities provides the extra
supervision signals, since the different modalities of data are
usually associated by the underlying common factors. By
exploiting such commonality among different modalities,
the representations learned from the multimodal data are
promised to be more robust and generalizable across differ-
ent modalities. Existing works have shown the potential of
the representations learned from the multimodal data (Tsai
et al. 2019; Shi et al. 2021).

Supervised representation learning requires the labeled
data, which are typically scarce comparing to the vast
amount of unlabeled data. Recently, some progress on gener-
ative modeling has been made in the multimodal setting and
demonstrates the power of the representations learned from
the multimodal generative models (Suzuki, Nakayama, and
Matsuo 2017; Wu and Goodman 2018; Shi et al. 2019; Sut-
ter, Daunhawer, and Vogt 2020). In this work, we focus our
attention on generative modeling of the multimodal data.

Generative models offer an elegant way to learn
from the data without labels. Variational auto-encoders
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(VAEs) (Kingma and Welling 2014) and generative adver-
sarial networks (GANs) (Goodfellow et al. 2014) are two
well-known representative deep generative models. In the
original formulation, GANs are not able to perform infer-
ence like VAEs, the adversarially learned inference (ALI)
and bidirectional GAN (BiGAN) (Donahue, Krähenbühl,
and Darrell 2017; Dumoulin et al. 2017) proposed an ex-
tension by training the inference model and the generative
model together using the adversarial process.

Recent approaches (Suzuki, Nakayama, and Matsuo
2017; Shi et al. 2019; Sutter, Daunhawer, and Vogt 2020)
have extended the VAEs to the multimodal setting, where
learning of the model corresponds to maximize the evi-
dence variational lower bound (ELBO) on the marginal log-
likelihood of multimodal data. However, they are not able to
utilize the unimodal data efficiently, as combining unimodal
ELBOs and multimodal ELBOs naively does not yield a
valid lower bound on the marginal log-likelihood of mul-
timodal data anymore, which may even hurt performance.
Shi et al. (2021) propose a constrastive version of multi-
modal ELBO to improve data-efficiency, where the model
can make use of the unpaired unimodal data. However, their
optimization objective is derived heuristically and empir-
ically weighted to avoid degenerate solutions, where the
model only learns to generate the random noise.

To address the above limitations, in this paper, we pro-
pose a novel GAN-based multimodal generative model to
make use of unimodal data more efficiently. We show that it
is necessary to align the different encoder distributions with
the joint decoder distribution, simultaneously. To align mul-
tiple distributions, we resort to adversarial learning. Specifi-
cally, training the discriminators in the D-step of GANs can
be regarded as estimating the probability density ratio. This
perspective of GANs enables us to factorize the discrimina-
tors and compute a wide range of divergences. By factoriz-
ing discriminators, we can train discriminators on unimodal
data, which improves the data-efficiency. By taking advan-
tages of the flexibility of GANs, we propose a principled
way to combine the unimodal and multimodal training un-
der the same framework.

From the above all, the contributions of our work are sum-
marized in threefold as below:

• We show that the different encoder distributions and de-
coder distribution need to be aligned simultaneously to
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learn a coherent multimodal generative model.
• We construct a specific form for the discriminator that is

able to take advantage of unimodal data and contrastive
learning.

• Our proposed approach outperforms the-state-of-the-art
methods on a variety of metrics.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We sum-
marize the desiderata of multimodal generative modeling in
Section . We propose the optimization objective to address
the desiderata in Section . We show how to factorize the joint
discriminator to enable contrastive learning in Section . In
Section , we show that it is necessary to factorize the la-
tent space. The experiment results are presented in Section .
We discuss some related works in Section . Finally, Section
gives the conclusions.

Backgroud
To equip GANs with inference mechanism, Donahue,
Krähenbühl, and Darrell (2017); Dumoulin et al. (2017)
proposed to align the encoder distribution q(x, z) =
q(x)q(z|x) and the decoder distribution p(x, z) =
p(z)p(x|z) using an adversarial process:

min
G

max
D

V (D,G) = Eq(x)[log(D(x, Gz(x)))]

+ Ep(z)[log(1−D(Gx(z), z))]
(1)

where q(x) is the data distribution, and p(z) is the prior
imposed on the latent code. Gz(x) and Gx(z) are the en-
coder and decoder corresponding to conditional distribu-
tions q(z|x) and p(x|z), respectively. The discriminator D
takes both x and z as input, then determines if the pair
comes from the encoder distribution or the decoder distri-
bution.

By training an encoder together, the inference of the gen-
erative model can be performed via p(z|x) = q(z|x). When
the encoder networkGz(x) and the decoder networkGx(z)
are deterministic mappings and the global equilibrium of
the game is reached, i.e., q(x, z) = p(x, z), they invert
each other almost everywhere (i.e., x = Gx(Gz(x)) and
z = Gz(Gx(z))) even though the models are trained with-
out the explicit reconstruction loss.

Aligning encoder and decoder distributions does not guar-
antee faithful reconstruction in the stochastic model due to
non-identifiability of the model. Also, the global equilib-
rium might never be reached in practice. Li et al. (2017)
illustrated that we can still achieve autoencoding property
through stochastic mappings by adding the conditional en-
tropy regularization terms to the original ALI/BiGAN ob-
jective.

In the unimodal setting, only generation p(x|z) and infer-
ence q(z|x) are considered. However, the situation becomes
more complicated in the multimodal setting when we try to
model the multimodal data distribution q(X) with the sam-
pleX = {xi}Mi=1 having M modalities. As in the unimodal
case, we intend to generate multimodal data p(X|z) as well
as perform inference on fully observed multimodal data
q(z|X). Since different modalities may be missed during
inference, we want to perform inference given only partial

observation q(z|XK), where XK is a subset of K modal-
ities observed. Furthermore we aim to generate other un-
observed modalities conditioned on partial observation. Shi
et al. (2019) have recently proposed desiderata for multi-
modal learning. We thus summarize the desiderata here for
our multimodal generative model as follows:
• Desideratum 1. Latent Factorization The latent code

learned by the model can be factorized into the modality-
specific code and the code shared across modalities.

• Desideratum 2. Coherent Joint Generation The sam-
ples generated by the model should follow the joint dis-
tribution of the multimodal data.

• Desideratum 3. Coherent Cross Generation Given one
set of modalities, the model can generate other set of
modalities that follows the conditional distribution of the
multimodal data.

• Desideratum 4. Synergy The model should benefit from
observing more modalities.

Proposed Method
Multimodal Adversarially Learned Inference
In the multimodal setting, the observation is the multimodal
data, from which we are interested in learning the shared
latent representation for all modalities.

Given the multimodal dataX = {xi}Mi=1 with M modal-
ities and the latent code z, we consider the following M
different unimodal encoder distributions:

qi(X, z) = q(x1, . . . ,xM )q(z|xi) (2)

where q(X) is the joint distribution of the multimodal data.
q(z|xi) is the conditional distribution corresponding to the
encoderGz(xi) that maps the modality xi to the latent code
z. The samples from distribution qi(X, z) are generated by
the following steps. Firstly, we take a multimodal data sam-
ple X from the data distribution q(X), and then generate
the latent code z using only one modality z = Gz(xi).

With the assumption that different modalities are condi-
tionally independent given the code z, we consider the fol-
lowing decoder distribution:

p(X, z) = p(z)p(x1|z) . . . p(xM |z) (3)

where p(z) is the prior distribution imposed on z, and
p(xi|z) is the conditional distribution corresponding to the
decoder Gxi

(z) that maps the latent code z to modality xi.
If we align the distribution p(X, z) with one of the

encoder distributions qi(X, z), then we can make sure
that: (i) the generative model learns coherent genera-
tion, i.e., p(X) = q(X), which addresses desideratum
2 (coherent joint generation); (ii) we can perform infer-
ence on modality xi as p(z|xi) = q(z|xi) and cross
generation from xi to other modalities is coherent as
q(xi)q(z|xi)

∏M
j 6=i p(xj |z) = p(z)

∏M
i p(xi|z). It is nec-

essary to align the decoder distribution p(X, z) and every
unimodal encoder distribution qi(X, z) simultaneously, if
we want to condition on arbitrary modality. Furthermore, if
we want to condition on multiple modalities at the same
time, we can introduce multimodal encoder distributions
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ẑ1 = Gz(x1)

ẑ2 = Gz(x2)

ẑM = Gz(xM )

...

(X, ẑ1) ∼ q1(X, z)

(X, ẑ2) ∼ q2(X, z)

(X, ẑM ) ∼ qM (X, z)

...

X ∼ q(X)

x̃1 = Gx1(z)

x̃2 = Gx2
(z)

x̃M = GxM
(z)

...

(X̃, z) ∼ p(X, z)z ∼ p(z)

Figure 1: The encoder distributions and the decoder distribu-
tion to be aligned. The discriminator D(X, z) tries to dis-
tinguish among tuples (X, ẑi) and (X̃, z).

q(X)q(z|XK), whereXK is a subset ofX with K modal-
ities, and align it with the decoder distribution as well. To
fully address the desideratum 3 (coherent cross generation),
we need to align all the unimodal and multimodal encoder
distributions with the decoder distribution, simultaneously.

Taking consideration of scalability, previous meth-
ods (Wu and Goodman 2018; Shi et al. 2019; Sutter, Daun-
hawer, and Vogt 2020, 2021) proposed to approximate the
multimodal encoders using the unimodal encoders instead
of introducing the extra multimodal encoders, since it would
otherwise require 2M−1 encoders in total. There are two
common choices to achieve this, the product of experts
(PoE) and the mixture of experts (MoE). To align all en-
coder distributions simultaneously, PoE should therefore be
avoided, as the product of experts is sharper than any of its
experts. This makes it impossible to align different encoder
distributions.

Since our goal is to align all unimodal and multimodal
encoders, we only need to align the unimodal encoder dis-
tributions and approximate the multimodal encoders via any
abstract mean function (Nielsen 2020). The multimodal en-
coder distributions are aligned automatically by aligning
the unimodal encoder distributions alone as q(z|XK) =
1
K

∑K
i=1 q(z|xi) = q(z|x1) = · · · = q(z|xM ), if we take

the arithmetic mean (i.e., MoE) as the abstract mean func-
tion for example.

As per the discussion above, we only need to align all
unimodal encoder distributions and the decoder distribution
during training. Afterwards, we can compute the multimodal
posterior in the closed-form through the appropriate mean
function during testing.

To achieve this goal, we resort to adversarial learning, re-

sulting in MultiModal Adversarially Learned Inference:

min
G

max
D

V (D,G) = Ep(z)[logD(GX(z), z)[M + 1]]

+
M∑
i=1

Eq(X)[logD(X, Gz(xi))[i]]

(4)

where D is the discriminator that takes both X and z as
input and outputs M +1 probabilities. G represents the cor-
responding unimodal encoders and decoders with a slight
abuse of notation. Unlike ordinary GANs that only align two
distributions, our proposed approach aligns M + 1 distri-
butions. It can be shown that this objective is equivalent to
minimizing the Jensen–Shannon divergence of all distribu-
tions (Pu et al. 2018).

Discriminator Factorization
Given the model specification discussed in Section , we
show that a specific form of the discriminator can be con-
structed instead of a monolithic one.

It can be shown that the optimal discriminator D∗ given
the fixed encoders and decoders is:

D∗(X, z)[i] =


qi(X,z)

p(X,z)+
∑M

j qj(X,z)
, 1 ≤ i ≤M

p(X,z)

p(X,z)+
∑M

j qj(X,z)
, i =M + 1

(5)

The proof can be found in Pu et al. (2018). This optimal joint
discriminator can be expressed with the probability density
ratios ri(X, z) = qi(X,z)

p(X,z) :

D∗(X, z)[i] =


ri(X,z)

1+
∑M

j rj(X,z)
, 1 ≤ i ≤M

1
1+

∑M
j rj(X,z)

, i =M + 1
(6)

According to the model specification discussed before, for
each ri(X, z), we have:

ri(X, z) =
qi(X, z)

p(X, z)

=
q(x1, . . . ,xM )q(z|xi)

p(z)
∏M

j p(xj |z)

=
q(x1, . . . ,xM )∏M

k q(xk)

q(z|xi)

p(z)

M∏
j

q(xj)

p(xj |z)

=
q(X)∏M
k q(xk)

q(xi)q(z|xi)

q(xi)p(z)

M∏
j

q(xj)p(z)

p(xj |z)p(z)

=
q(X)∏M
k q(xk)

q(xi, z)

q(xi)p(z)

M∏
j

q(xj)p(z)

p(xj , z)

(7)

Now we factorize the joint discriminator into the smaller dis-
criminators that can be trained separately on the unimodal
data. For each modality, we train two discriminators. To
estimate q(xi,z)

q(xi)p(z)
, we take samples from q(xi, z) as pos-

itive and samples from q(xi)p(z) as negative. To estimate
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q(xi,z)
p(xi,z)

, we take samples from q(xi, z) as positive and sam-

ples from p(xi, z) as negative. q(xi)p(z)
p(xi,z)

is then computed

by q(xi,z)
p(xi,z)

/ q(xi,z)
q(xi)p(z)

. As for q(x1,...,xM )∏M
k q(xk)

, we train the sep-
arate discriminator by taking samples from q(X) as posi-
tive and samples from the product of marginals

∏M
k q(xk)

as negative. The advantages of such factorization lies in
twofold. Firstly, the discriminator for q(X)∏M

k q(xk)
can utilize

multimodal data efficiently by learning from unpaired sam-
ples as well. Secondly, we can update encoders and decoders
on unimodal data, since the probability density ratios are
q(xi,z)
p(xi,z)

.

A special case for q(X)∏M
k q(xk)

in the two-modality setting
is related to mutual information maximization. Note that
each estimated probability density ratio ri(X, z) has a fac-
tor q(x1,x2)

q(x1)q(x2)
. When we update the decoder distributions to

minimize the factorized objective, the gradient propagated
to the decoders through the discriminators is composed of
the direction to maximize mutual information.

Latent Space Factorization
As discussed in the previous section, we force different
unimodal encoders to have the same conditional distri-
bution q(X)q(z|xi) = q(X)q(z|xj), which may make
the modality-specific information lost. Our decoders are
the deterministic mappings parameterized by neural net-
works. Without extra information, the model will strug-
gle to balance between information preserving and distribu-
tion matching. We therefore introduce the modality-specific
codes to alleviate this problem.

By introducing the modality-specific style codes S =
{si}Mi=1 and the shared content code c, with the assump-
tion that the modality-specific style codes S and the shared
content code c are conditionally independent given the ob-
served data X , the new unimodal encoder distributions are
defined as below:

qi(X,S, c) = q(X)q(c|xi)
M∏
j

q(sj |xj) (8)

and the new decoder distribution is as follows:

p(X,S, c) = p(c)
M∏
i

p(si)p(xi|si, c) (9)

Following the new model specification, the similar result
can be obtained for qi(X,S,c)

p(X,S,c) :

qi(X,S, c)

p(X,S, c)
=
q(x1, . . . ,xM )q(c|xi)

∏M
j q(sj |xj)

p(c)
∏M

k p(sk)p(xk|sk, c)

=
q(X)∏M
k q(xk)

q(c|xi)

p(c)

M∏
j

q(xj)q(sj |xj)

p(sj)p(xj |sj , c)

=
q(X)∏M
k q(xk)

q(xi, si, c)

q(xi, si)p(c)

M∏
j

q(xj , sj)p(c)

p(xj , sj , c)

(10)

Now we can train the factorized discriminators as discussed
above.

Experiments
To examine the effectiveness of our proposed approach, we
conduct experiments on three different datasets. Across all
the experiments, we use Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba
2015) with the learning rate 0.0002, in which all models are
trained for 250, 000 iterations with the batch size 64. We
also employ an exponential moving average (Yazici et al.
2019) of the weights for both encoders and decoders with
a decay rate 0.9999 and start at the 50, 000-th iteration. In
all models, the standard Gaussian N (0, I) is chosen as the
prior, and the isotropic GaussianN (µ,σ2I) is chosen as the
posterior. We make use of the non-saturating loss described
in Dandi et al. (2021) to update the encoders and decoders.

MultiMNIST
In this experiment, we compare the model trained with the
factorized discriminator and the joint discriminator to inves-
tigate the effectiveness of discriminator factorization.

Figure 2: 5 samples of 4-modality MultiMNIST dataset.

Setup MultiMNIST dataset consists of multiple modal-
ities, where every modality is a rotated version of
MNIST (Deng 2012). Every instance in one modality is as-
sociated with 30 random instances of the same digit class
from other modalities. We perform experiments up to four
modalities, in which each modality is rotated counterclock-
wise 0, 90, 180, 270 degrees, respectively. The performance
is assessed by training a linear classifier on top of the frozen
encoder of the original MNIST modality (rotated 0 degrees).
In our empirical study, the same architecture of the encoders
and the decoders is used for each modality across every ex-
periments.

Methods Modalities (%)

2 3 4

Joint 85.96 85.44 85.27
Factorized 97.02 96.94 96.75

Table 1: The classification accuracy of the representations of
encoders trained with different discriminators.

Table 1 shows that the performance of the representa-
tions of encoders trained with factorized discriminators is
improved significantly. This experiment also demonstrates
the generalizability on more than two modalities for the
proposed method. Additionally, the qualitative results are
shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Top: Joint Bottom: Factorized. Each row: original,
reconstruction, translation to 90, translation to 180, transla-
tion to 270.

MNIST-SVHN
We compare the proposed method with the-state-of-the-art
methods on MNIST-SVHN.

Setup MNIST-SVHN dataset contains two modalities,
MNIST and SVHN (Netzer et al. 2011), where each in-
stance of a digit class is paired with 30 random instances
from the other dataset with the same digit class. We use
the same architecture of encoders and decoders used by Shi
et al. (2021), where MLPs are used for MNIST and CNNs
are used for SVHN. Furthermore, we use the same 20-d for
the latent space while splitting it into the 10-d content code
and 10-d style code. As suggested in Shi et al. (2019, 2021),
the following metrics are used to evaluate the performance
of the models.

• Latent accuracy Latent accuracy is computed by the
classification accuracy of a linear classifier trained on the
learned representation of encoders.

• Joint coherence accuracy Joint coherence accuracy is
computed by how often multimodal generations are clas-
sified to have the same label. We pre-train the classifiers
of each modality and apply them on the multimodal gen-
erations x1,x2 ∼ p(z)p(x1,x2|z) to check how often
x1 and x2 have the same label.

• Cross coherence accuracy Cross coherence accuracy
is computed similarly to joint coherence accuracy. We
apply the pre-trained classifiers on the cross generated
samples x1, x̂2 ∼ q(x1)q(z|x1)p(x̂2|z) and x̂1,x2 ∼
q(x2)q(z|x2)p(x̂1|z) and compute how often the label
remains the same.

• Synergy coherence accuracy Synergy coherence ac-
curacy is computed by how often the joint reconstruc-
tions have the same label as the original input. The
pre-trained classifiers are now applied on x̂1, x̂2 ∼
q(x1,x2)q(z|x1,x2)p(x̂1, x̂2|z)

The experimental results are shown in Table 2. Moreover,
we report the synergy coherence accuracy for our model
by computing the joint posterior of Gaussian experts in the
closed-form via geometric mean. It can be seen that our pro-
posed model outperforms others in almost every metrics, es-
pecially on the joint coherence accuracy.

Latent space factorization We evaluate the effectiveness
of latent space factorization. To this end, we train the lin-
ear classifiers on the content code, the style code and the
whole latent code, respectively. Table 3 shows that the clas-
sifiers trained on the whole latent code only outperform the
classifiers trained on the content code marginally while per-
forming significantly better than the classifiers trained on the
style code. Figure 4 depicts the visual effect of latent space
factorization. It can be seen that our proposed approach is
able to effectively factorize the content from the style.

CUB Image-Captions
We then evaluate our method on Caltech-UCSD Birds
(CUB) dataset (Welinder et al. 2010), where each image of
birds is annotated with 10 different captions. Since gener-
ating discrete data is challenging for GANs, we circumvent
this by modeling it in the continuous feature space. The im-
age features are obtained from the pre-trained ResNet-101
model (He et al. 2016), and the features of caption are ex-
tracted from a pre-trained word-level CNN-LSTM autoen-
coder (Pu et al. 2016).

We adopt the evaluation method employed by Massiceti
et al. (2018); Shi et al. (2019) to compute the correlation
score as the groundtruth. We perform Canonical Correla-
tion Analysis (CCA) on the feature space of two modalities,
which learns two projection W1 ∈ Rn1×k and W2 ∈ Rn2×k

mapping the observations x1 ∈ Rn1 and x2 ∈ Rn2 to the
same dimension WT

1 x1 and WT
2 x2. The correlation score

of new observations x̃1, x̃2 is then computed by:

corr(x̃1, x̃2) =
φ(x̃1)

Tφ(x̃2)

||φ(x̃1)||2||φ(x̃2)||2
(11)

where φ(x̃i) =WT
i x̃i − avg(WT

i xi)

Quantitative results We perform CCA using different
features to calculate the correlation score. Although the
ground truth of the test set is different from Shi et al. (2019),
we include the results of MMVAE for reference. Note that
the correlation score of our model is higher than the ground
truth score while MMVAE and MVAE are lower than theirs’
score.

Qualitative results To visualize the result, we project
from the image feature space back to the pixel space by
performing a nearest-neighbour lookup using Euclidean dis-
tance in the feature space on the training set. Moreover, we
employ the pre-trained LSTM decoder to decode the gener-
ated caption features back to captions. Figure 5 and Figure 6
show the results of cross-modal generations in both direc-
tions.

Related Works
Multimodal VAEs In the multimodal setting of VAEs,
Suzuki, Nakayama, and Matsuo (2017) introduced JVAE,
where an extra multimodal encoder is trained to be aligned
with other unimodal encoders. Similarly, Vedantam et al.
(2018) utilized an extra multimodal encoder, while their
training procedure is split into two stages. Moreover, they
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Methods Latent (%) Joint (%) Cross Generation (%) Synergy (%)
M S S→M M→ S M S

100% Data Used
JMVAE 84.45 (±0.87) 57.98 (±1.27) 42.18 (±1.50) 49.63 (±1.78) 54.98 (±3.02) 85.77 (±0.66) 68.15 (±1.38)

cI-JMVAE 84.58 (±1.49) 64.42 (±1.42) 48.95 (±2.31) 58.16 (±1.83) 70.61 (±3.13) 93.45 (±0.52) 84.00 (±0.97)
cC-JMVAE 83.67 (±3.48) 66.64 (±2.92) 47.27 (±4.52) 59.73 (±3.85) 69.49 (±2.19) 91.21 (±6.59) 84.07 (±3.19)

MVAE 91.65 (±0.17) 64.12 (±4.58) 9.42 (±7.82) 10.98 (±0.56) 21.88 (±2.21) 64.60 (±9.25) 52.91 (±8.11)
cI-MVAE 96.97 (±0.84) 75.94 (±6.20) 15.23 (±10.46) 10.85 (±1.17) 27.70 (±2.09) 85.07 (±7.73) 75.67 (±4.13)

cC-MVAE 97.42 (±0.40) 81.07 (±2.03) 8.85 (±3.86) 12.83 (±2.25) 30.03 (±2.46) 75.25 (±5.31) 69.42 (±3.94)
MMVAE 92.48 (±0.37) 79.03 (±1.17) 42.32 (±2.97) 70.77 (±0.35) 85.50 (±1.05) — —

cI-MMVAE 93.97 (±0.36) 81.87 (±0.52) 43.94 (±0.96) 79.66 (±0.59) 92.67 (±0.29) — —
cC-MMVAE 93.10 (±0.17) 80.88 (±0.80) 45.46 (±0.78) 79.34 (±0.54) 92.35 (±0.46) — —

MMJSD (MS) 95.76 (±0.20) 78.12 (±0.83) 25.33 (±1.30) 45.81 (±4.09) 86.33 (±0.72) 89.66 (±0.18) 82.62 (±0.49)
MMALI (Ours) 96.82 (±0.59) 87.20 (±0.75) 79.31 (±0.01) 83.80 (±0.01) 95.22 (±0.02) 96.43 (±0.01) 96.69 (±0.01)

20% Data Used
JMVAE 77.53 (±0.13) 52.55 (±2.18) 26.37 (±0.54) 42.58 (±5.32) 41.44 (±2.26) 85.07 (±9.74) 51.95 (±2.28)

cI-JMVAE 77.57 (±4.02) 57.91 (±1.28) 32.58 (±5.89) 51.85 (±1.27) 47.92 (±10.32) 92.54 (±1.13) 67.01 (±8.72)
cC-JMVAE 81.11 (±2.76) 57.85 (±2.23) 34.00 (±7.18) 50.73 (±0.45) 56.89 (±6.18) 88.36 (±4.38) 68.49 (±8.82)

MVAE 90.29 (±0.57) 33.44 (±0.26) 10.88 (±9.15) 8.72 (±0.92) 12.12 (±3.38) 42.10 (±5.22) 44.95 (±5.92)
cI-MVAE 93.72 (±1.09) 56.74 (±7.97) 12.79 (±6.82) 14.18 (±2.19) 20.23 (±4.55) 75.36 (±5.05) 64.81 (±4.81)

cC-MVAE 92.74 (±2.97) 52.99 (±8.35) 17.95 (±12.52) 14.70 (±1.65) 24.90 (±5.77) 56.86 (±18.84) 54.28 (±9.86)
MMVAE 88.54 (±0.37) 68.90 (±1.79) 37.71 (±0.60) 59.52 (±0.28) 76.33 (±2.23) — —

cI-MMVAE 91.64 (±0.06) 73.02 (±0.80) 42.74 (±0.36) 69.51 (±1.18) 86.75 (±0.28) — —
cC-MMVAE 92.10 (±0.19) 71.29 (±1.05) 40.77 (±0.93) 68.43 (±0.90) 86.24 (±0.89) — —

MMJSD (MS) 92.78 (±0.07) 61.17 (±1.62) 19.29 (±1.43) 29.17 (±1.17) 68.05 (±0.75) 87.97 (±0.51) 64.85 (±0.89)
MMALI (Ours) 94.03 (±0.64) 80.16 (±0.74) 75.88 (±0.01) 72.83 (±0.02) 86.19 (±0.03) 84.21 (±0.02) 85.24 (±0.01)

Table 2: Baselines JMVAE, MVAE, MMVAE, their contrastive variations, MMJSD with modality-specific code and our method
(I stands for IWAE (Burda, Grosse, and Salakhutdinov 2016) and C stands for CUBO (Dieng et al. 2017)). M stands for MNIST,
and S represents SVHN.

Content Style Both
MNIST 96.61 23.56 96.88
SVHN 86.40 21.39 86.49

Table 3: Classification accuracy (%) with different latent
codes.

proposed to use PoE to handle the missing data during in-
ference. Since introducing the extra multimodal encoders
explicitly is exponential in modalities, Wu and Goodman
(2018) proposed MVAE to approximate the multimodal
encoder through the product of experts. However, MVAE
failed to translate from one modality to another. One of the
motivations of PoE was to produce the sharper joint poste-
rior, since it would increase the beliefs when more modali-
ties are observed (Vedantam et al. 2018; Kurle, Günnemann,
and van der Smagt 2019). Our analysis suggests if we
want to translate among different modalities, the latent code
should be aligned. Most recently, Shi et al. (2019) pro-
posed to replace PoE with MoE, which achieved the bet-
ter cross generation performance. Sutter, Daunhawer, and
Vogt (2020) enabled the efficient training by computing the
joint posterior in closed-form, which eliminates inefficient
sampling to approximate the joint posterior. Furthermore,
Shi et al. (2021) introduced a constrastive version of ELBO
to improve data-efficiency. By introducing contrastive term,

they make the model to utilize the unpaired data. Unfortu-
nately, their objective is heuristically derived and empiri-
cally weighted to avoid the degenerate solutions, where the
models only generates random noise. Instead, our model em-
ploys a discriminator to achieve constrastive learning.

GANs with specific form of discriminators Miyato and
Koyama (2018) proposed a specific form for the discrimina-
tor of cGAN. Instead of concatenating the conditional vector
to the feature vectors, they constructed the discriminator in
the form of the dot product of the conditional vector and
the feature vector with certain regularity assumption. They
showed that a specific form of discriminator can improve the
conditional image generation quality significantly. Our ap-
proach is inspired by FactorGAN (Stoller, Ewert, and Dixon
2020), where they proposed to factorize the joint data dis-
tribution into a set of lower-dimensional distributions. Such
factorization allows the model to be trained on incomplete
observation. The factorization in Stoller, Ewert, and Dixon
(2020) is quite arbitrary while our factorization naturally fol-
lows the model specification.

Factorized latent space Factorizing the latent space into
modality-specific and shared codes is not a new idea. In
image-to-image translation, MUNIT (Huang, Belongie, and
Kautz 2018) introduced content and style codes, which
aimed at achieving many-to-many translation. In the mul-
timodal generative modeling, Tsai et al. (2019) proposed to
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Figure 4: Latent space factorization. From top to bottom: original, reconstruction, reconstruction with random style, cross
translation with original style, cross translation with random style.

Joint Cross (I→ C) Cross (C→ I) Ground Truth
MVAE -0.095 0.011 -0.013 0.273

MMVAE 0.263 0.104 0.135 0.273
MMALI (Ours) 0.502 0.488 0.545 0.406

Table 4: Correlation score of Image (I)-Caption (C) pair for joint and cross generation.

a small black bird with a
long black beak and a black
head

this particular bird has a
white belly and breast and a
small beak

small yellow and brown bird
with a long pointed beak and
black and yellow feathers on
its breast

Figure 5: From image to caption.

factorize the latent space into multimodal discriminative fac-
tors and modality-specific generative factors. Sutter, Daun-
hawer, and Vogt (2020) also used the modality-specific code
to improve the performance. Our analysis suggests that la-
tent space factorization is necessary in the multimodal set-
ting when the decoder is limited to the restricted model class.

Conclusion
In this work, we proposed a new framework for multimodal
generative modeling based on generative adversarial net-
works. To learn a coherent multimodal generative model, all
unimodal encoder distributions were required to be aligned
with the joint decoder distribution, simultaneously. The con-

this bird has wings that are
brown and has a long neck

a black bird with a long wing
span and a small beak

this bird is blue with black
and has a very short beak

Figure 6: From caption to image.

sequence of aligning multiple encoder distributions is that
the product of experts should be avoided and the latent space
need to be factorized. By factorizing the discriminator, we
can utilize the unpaired data more efficiently and embed
the constrastive learning mechanism in our framework. We
conducted extensive experiments, whose promising results
show that our proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-
art method on a variety of metrics across different datasets.
Despite of the encouraging result, we discuss the limitations
of our approach. We found the performance drop if only
more unimodal data are added while keeping the paired mul-
timodal data unchanged. For our future work, we will inves-
tigate the semi-supervised learning and extend the method
to the sequence generation on more challenging datasets.
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